The evolution of quantum walk on a finite wire under a small increment of vector potential α can exhibit intrinsic quantum oscillation of the two topologically protected bound states corresponding to the Majorana modes. By tuning an external electric field corresponding to the addition of an α impulse at the end of each intrinsic period, the intrinsic oscillation is enveloped by a beat modulation with a longer period. This beat oscillation is useful in the preparation of decoherence-free qubit in trapped ion chain and may be observed in several experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent advances in discrete time quantum walk [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] have created many interesting research endeavors in its application, such as in quantum computation [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, finding a qubit that is free from decoherence is a major challenge. With our increased understanding of topologically protected systems, we find some recent solutions for this challenging problem [11, 12] . In the literature of discrete quantum walk [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , the Kitaev model [20] for quantum wire is one of the simplest systems that supports these topological phases, which are identified as Majorana boundary modes [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . In this paper we use the exact solution for these modes in quantum walk in one dimension [22] to compute the response of the quantum walker to the stepwise increment of vector potential. We find interesting field induced oscillation, which can be useful for the preparation of the decoherence-free qubit. Our calculations involve numerical solutions of a set of coupled nonlinear equations, whose solution can be found analytically under certain limiting cases of long chain and small increment of vector potential. The limit of validity of our approximate calculation turns out to be easily satisfied for most cases and thus provides a useful guideline for the experimentalists. For quantum walk in one dimension, such as in a finite wire of length N, we can find the low energy boundary modes that is symmetry protected Majorana bound states by setting parameters in the coin matrix properly [22] . In this paper, we are going to study the interaction of the two bound states, and provide a description of these states under a coin matrix with a new phase α that corresponds to the addition of a vector potential. In one-dimensional discrete quantum walk, the evolution of the wave function is given by the unitary transformation U = S ⊗ C, which composes of the coin operator C and a shifting operator S = |L L| ⊗ |n n + 1| + |R R| ⊗ |n n − 1|. Here, |L, R are the basis of the coin space, while |n are the basis of the position space. Here we focus on the coin operator in the following form
If the coin matrix is the same at every position in the system, the energy eigenstates can be written in the form a set of plane waves due to the translational symmetry. By substituting the eigenstate into the unitary operator, we can find the dispersion relationship of E and k,
where q = k − α. For a given energy level, there are two corresponded eigen-momentum; the wave function is the linear combination of these two plane waves [29] . The
(3) We are interested in the effect of a step-wise increase of the parameter α as a function of time, which corresponds to the step-wise increase of the vector potential applied to the one-dimensional system [22] . Experimentally this corresponds to the application of an impulse of electric field at specified time. Here k is the canonical momentum and q is the kinetic momentum. For a given system with translational invariance and known eigenstate ψ α for a given α, there exists a simple relation between the eigenstate if α is changed to α uniformly for every points in the system as, ψ α (n, t) = ψ α (n, t)e i(α −α)n . The relative phase between the two neighbouring points will compensate the effect of α − α in the coin matrix, so that
This implies that the eigen-energy and the parameter q are unchanged, but the quasi-momentum k = q + α is replaced by k = q + α . This result is important when we tune the α in a step-wise manner.
II. EVOLUTION OF THE BOUND STATES UNDER SINGLE IMPULSE
We first summarize the known results for the bound state that appears at the topological boundary where the arXiv:1611.00634v2 [cond-mat.mes-hall] 3 Nov 2016 rotation parameter θ changes its signs. For the system with single boundary, the ground state eigen-energy is exactly zero. Now we consider a finite system of length N+2; the coordinates are set to be n = 0...N + 1. Let us consider the example with the following setup of the finite chain: θ 1 is negative at both ends n = 0, N + 1 while θ 0 is a positive constant in the middle. In this way, we have two topological boundaries, and we anticipate the existence of two symmetry protected bound states [20] [21] [22] . Specifically, if we set θ 1 = −π/2 so that the diagonal terms in the coin matrix in Eq.1 is zero, then the motion of the walker will be completely reflected at the boundaries. Physically this describes quantum walk on a finite wire. Now we consider the bound state of this system. Due to the change of the signs of θ, the wave function is delocalized at the two ends for this ground state. Equivalently, two quasi-particles are formed around n = 1 and n = N . The eigen-energy E 0 of the ground state can deviate from zero, as there can be an effective interaction between them [22] . We first review our exact solution of these two bound states for a zero α. Physically, if there were boundary modes, their interaction energy should depend on the size of the system as well as the coin parameter θ, which describes the inertia of the walker. We propose an ansatz for the wave function of the ground state as a linear combination of two momentum eigenstates,
For the bound state, the momentum is purely imaginary, so we set κ = −ik for simplicity. The eigenvector [a ±iκ , b ±iκ ] T is given by Eq.3. At the two ends, the wave function needs to satisfy the continuity requirement,
The boundary conditions at the two ends provide two linear equations about c L and c R . By solving the equation for the determinant of the coefficients matrix, we can get solutions for (κ, E). We first solve this numerically and we find that the bound state energy is very small, thus we assume the small E limit and obtain analytically the following dispersion relation:
In this small E approximation, we get the expression of the energy E 0 ,
With the approximate solutions for κ and E 0 , we can proceed to compute analytically the change of the system under the application of an impulse realized by a stepwise increase of the parameter α.
The corresponding boundary mode with energy +E 0 evolves as
Here the superscript denotes energy of the mode, in this case it is the mode with energy +E 0 . (The other mode has energy −E 0 .) The subscript denotes the vector potential parameter α and in this case it is 0.
At time t = 0 + , we add a non-zero α 0 impulse to the entire wire, then the original wave function can be expressed as a linear combination of the set of new eigenstates of the system after the impulse with the nonzero α 0 , ψ(n, 0)
are the two ground states after adding α 0 and the term
describes the projection to all those states that are not the boundary modes. If we assume that R is small, then we can describe the evolution of the system after the addition of the nonzero vector potential α 0 by a new state with a two-level system composed only with the two ground states ψ ± α0 . We will later verify that this two-level approximation is valid for a small step-wise change of α. Using Eq.4, we can write the new eigenstates as, ψ ± α0 (n, t) = ψ ± 0 (n, t)e iα0n and then compute the coefficients c ± by the inner products between the old and new eigenstates.
Note that the new wave function will oscillate since it is no longer a stationary state after the impulse. The frequencies of the oscillation modes are equal to the energy gaps between different energy eigenstates of the system with α o > 0. In our two-level system approximation, the only energy gap is 2E 0 . The error of this approximation can be estimated by looking at the effect of neglecting R, which is the inner product of ψ + 0 (n, 0) with other higher energy levels. This error can be estimated by calculating the total probability of |c + | 2 + |c − | 2 , which should be close to 1 if the higher energy levels terms in R can be ignored.
We first consider the case of long chain for which our approximate expression for κ and E 0 are very good [22] . Physically, for a long wire, the two quasiparticles are effectively isolated. Under this condition, ψ + 0 (n, 0) * ψ ± α0 (n, 0) can be rewritten as four exponential functions,
The first two terms are from the left component and the last two terms are from the right component of the wave function. The ± sign come from the orthogonality of the original two ground states. For a long wire, N 1, it is reasonable to let the upper limit in the summand in Eq.10 to go to infinity, n → ∞, thereby obtaining the analytical result,
1 − e −2κ+iα0 )(1 + e −iα0 ).
(12) If now we apply a very small impulse so that N α 0 1, then we can expand c + and c − by keeping terms up to O(α 0 2 ),
When N α 0 1, the total probability becomes linear in α 0 2 only. However, even when N is small, the above expression for c ± is still good as long as N α 0
1. This can be seen from a comparison of this simple expression in Eq.13 with the numerical calculation without ignoring R for different θ at N=4 ( Fig.1) . We see that the percentage difference for the Hadamard walk for N=4 is only 5% for a single impulse that change α from 0 to α 0 = 0.01π. The condition for the two-level system approximation to be good is thus N α 0 1. To understand the physics of our two-level approximation, lets consider a small N (=4) system. The ground state energy is 7.78 × 10 −3 π, while the first excited state has energy 0.34π. Thus, we expect that the impulse on the system by switching from zero to a small α 0 1 N does not excite the system to higher energy levels through the effective E field produced by the sudden change in vector potential, since the energy gap δE = 2E o between the two ground states E 0 and −E 0 is much smaller than any other energy gaps. We can therefore observe the intrinsic oscillation of the two level system (two Majorana modes) in a finite wire as long as our change in vector potential is very small (α 0 1/N ) .
III. EVOLUTION OF BOUND STATES UNDER MULTIPLE IMPULSES
The characteristic period of the intrinsic oscillation of the two-level system with energy difference δE = 2E 0 is T 0 = 2π/δE = π/E o . This can be observed by taking some time average of an observable over T 0 . A more interesting oscillation is related to the increase of the vector potential α by hitting the system with multiple impulses so that α(t) = mα 0 , t ∈ [(m − 1)T 0 , mT 0 ), m = 0, 1, 2... with a small α 0 such that N α 0 1. From the analysis of single impulse, we expect that it is still reasonable to neglect other states R in the projection if N α 0 1, so that the wave function can be written as a linear combination of the two ground states and the two-level approximation is still good.
At the end of each intrinsic period t = mT 0 , a new α is introduced; and the wave function is projected to a new basis of eigenfunctions. During the time interval [(m − 1)T 0 , mT 0 ), both eigenstates ψ ± α go through half of period π/E 0 , and the wave function before the next projection is the same state as t = (m − 1)T 0 after the previous projection,
As a result, the two ground states do not change between subsequent projections, except for the overall minus sign. As long as α 0 is small, the projection planes are close to each other. Although those states in R, which are outside of our two-level system, are changed in the time interval between impulses, they have higher energy and their projection are oscillating with a much higher frequency, so that the contribution of R is still very small as subsequent projections are close, which is true when α 0 is small. Thus, we can use our two-level approximation to compute the time evolution of the two coefficient c + and c − analytically as in the case of single impulse. Because we are interested in the oscillations larger than the intrinsic period, we can measure time by the number of intrinsic periods m. For each impulse, the transition matrix P α between states in the two level system can be defined as, [c + , c − ]
T m . The elements in the 2 × 2 transition matrix P α are the inner products between the new and old basis in the two-level system,
Note that P ij (α) depends on α 0 , since the phase e iαn of the new and old basis cancels. We thus have
and the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the transition matrix are, λ 1,2 = P ++ ± P +− , v 1,2 = [
The absolute values of these two eigenvalues are less than one, implying a loss of information. Further calculations show that they have equal magnitude, |λ 1,2
. We see that the total probability decreases with a speed proportional to α 2 0 after each intrinsic period, so that after m intrinsic periods, the total probability becomes
This expression gives the evolution of the total probability using the two-level system approximation when the system is under the application of impulse m times, each time the value of α is increased by α 0 and the impulse is applied periodically with an interval T 0 . For the same value of N α 0 , the longer the wire, the smaller is the loss of probability, and the better is the two level system approximation.
FIG. 2. The loss of probability under multiple impulses.
Three different θ are used on the N=5,10 system. α0 is set to be 0.01π and 0.005π respectively so that in both cases, N α0 = 0.05π. The loss of probability is less than 5% for Hadamard coin after m=100 intrinsic oscillations. The prediction is Eq. 18, shown here by the lines.
Our numerical results (Fig.2) show that for Hadamard coin with N α 0 = 0.05π, the loss of probability is less than 5% for N = 5 after 100 intrinsic oscillations. In Fig.3 we show the average position and variance of the Hadamard walk under the application of multiple impulse. We see the intrinsic oscillation is enclosed by an envelope function with a longer period. The phase difference ∆φ is exactly the beat frequency of this two level system, f beat = ∆φ = (N − Only the two ground states are considered and the total probability is normalized. The size of the wire is N=4, and the unit impulse is α0 = 0.01π. The system evolves for m=100 intrinsic periods. Note the system returns to original state E = E0 around m = 2π tan −1 (∆φ) = 55.8.
IV. OBSERVATION OF QUANTUM OSCILLATION
The intrinsic oscillation originated from the energy gap between the two Majorana modes can be observed if we start the quantum walker at the end of the wire (n = 0). This initial state ψ(0, 0) L = 1 can be approximated by a linear combination of the two Majorana modes in the form of Eq.9, since all the other scattering states are not localized. In Fig. 4(a) , we show the numerical results of the quantum walk starting with this initial state and the result can be compared with a measurement of the probability distribution at n = 0 as a function of time. Furthermore, when we apply a small increase of the external electric field at the end of each intrinsic period, the numerical results show the beat oscillation in Fig.  4(b) , which can be compared with the measurement of the maximum probability of the quantum walker at n = 0 after each intrinsic period T o . Now, for a real system of   FIG. 4. (a) The probability at n = 0 in the system with length N + 2 = 10, for Hadamard walk. Here the intrinsic oscillation is clearly observed in the first two intrinsic periods, which is T0 ≈ 4376. (b) The beat oscillation in the quantum wire can be seen from the maximum probability at n = 0 at each intrinsic period T0. Here the length of the wire is N + 2 = 10 for Hadamard walk and the vector potential parameter is α0 = 0.02π. quantum wires, their lengths usually cannot be all equal. We therefore generalize our numerical calculation to an ensemble of quantum wires of different lengths arranged in parallel along the x direction, with the left end points of these wires forming a surface in the yz plane. If the initial state of the walkers is a linear combination of the Majorana modes with maximum probability at x = 0 on this surface, we can observe the beat oscillation on the wire with a particular length N 0 by adding an electric field at the end of the intrinsic period T 0 = 2π/δE = π/E o where E o (N 0 ) is computed for that specific length N 0 . To illustrate this selection mechanism on the beat oscillation, let us consider an ensemble of wires of length N + 2 = 9, 10, 11 with corresponding concentration of 0.2, 0.6, 0.2. Numerical calculation for this ensemble is shown in Fig. 5 . The three sets of beat pattern are superimposed and the beat period for the ensemble is 12.5T 0 from simulation, which is very close to the value 13.2T 0 for a pure sample with all wires of length N + 2 = 10
In this paper, we first set the two topological boundary conditions at the ends of a finite wire to construct the two quasi-particles which are shown to be Majorana modes recently [20] [21] [22] . From the exact calculation of these modes [22] , we obtain the interaction between the two quasi-particles and show the deviation of the ground state energy ±E o , computed for a quantum wire of specific length N 0 . In order to explore the quantum oscillation of these modes, we initialize the system in the   FIG. 5 . The evolution of the probability at n = 0 when we add a small increment of α0 = 0.02π to the ensemble of wires of length N + 2 = 9, 10, 11 with corresponding concentration of 0.2, 0.6, 0.2. We observe that only the correct system can provide a peak of the beat oscillation at 13.2T0. The ensemble average is rescaled by ten.
ground state (c + = 1, c − = 0) and apply a single electric impulse at T 0 by an increase of the vector potential parameter α 0 in the coin matrix. Before the application of the impulse, the variance of the intrinsic oscillation is at a maximum because the wave function is delocalized, while the average position is in the middle of the wire. After the addition of an impulse, the wave function starts to oscillate with a frequency equal to the energy gap 2E 0 in our two-level approximation which is valid when α 0 is sufficiently less than 1/N . The oscillating probability density |ψ| 2 , its associated probability current, and the average speed are all physical observables. This field induced oscillation provides a possible way to realize the delocalized ground state, with a characteristic intrinsic period T 0 = π/E o . We also consider the application of multiple impulse through the increase of the potential parameter α 0 in the coin matrix, at designated time T m = mT 0 . Numerical calculation shows that there is an envelope function describable as a beat oscillation. For example, if the walker starts with zero velocity at the end of the wire of length 4, the wave function will evolve to become the wave package at t = 14T 0 . By slowly increasing the coin parameter α at t = mT 0 by the small amount α 0 (as used in Fig. 3 ), then the delocalized ground state is expected to appear around t = 56T 0 , with very limited mixture with the other states. The variance of probability distribution function goes to minimum (see Fig.3 ), which means that the wave function is similar to a narrow wave package at t = T beat 4 ≈ 14T 0 , while its oscillation amplitude is maximum. In principle, this wave function can go to another delocalized ground state (c + = 0, |c−| = 1) around t = T beat 2 ≈ 28T 0 . However, this does not happen due to interference because for N = 4, the intrinsic period is T 0 ≈ 128.5, which is not an integer. For N = 3, where T 0 is closer to an integer, the system can reach the other delocalized state clearly. This observation may be useful in the preparation of ro-bust qubit by choosing appropriate N and θ 0 so that the intrinsic period T 0 is very close to an integer. Note that one may reduce the beat period by increasing α 0 , since the beat frequency is proportional to α 0 in lowest order. However, there is a trade-off between the reduction of the beat period and the goodness of the approximation of the two-level system that requires a small α 0 . In conclusion, this field induced oscillation provides a possible way to prepare the delocalized ground state.
We expect the one-dimensional quantum walk on finite wire can be realized in a trapped-ion chain with an Majorana qubit encoded [30] . This qubit is topologically protected against major sources of decoherence, thereby providing an efficient quantum memory. The oscillation of these symmetry protected bound states provide a new phenomenon that can be exploited. Experimentally, we can place the finite wire in xy plane, add electric field along x in a stepwise manner with period T 0 , then our theory predicts the observation of the oscillation on the average position of the particle with a specified beat frequency. This long period beat oscillation is particularly impressive compared with relatively fast intrinsic oscillation due to the nature of discrete quantum walk. For the Ca 2+ realization of quantum walk, the hopping time is in the order of 2ns, while the beat period for N = 4 system is with the order of 20µs, with significant improved coherence lifetimes. A second experiment where our results can be tested is through the electrical measurements on indium antimonide nanowires contacted with two electrodes, one normal and one superconducting [31] . In these experiments, the electron density can be changed by varying the gate voltage. By properly measuring the probability current, one may be able to observe our predicted beat oscillation when the electric field is increased at a rate defined by the intrinsic frequency T 0 which in turn is fixed by the length of the nanowires. A third experiment that may test our prediction is the work by [32] . By placing ferromagnetic atomic chains on the surface of superconducting lead, they fabricated a one-dimensional topological superconductor with the appearance Majorana fermions similar to our model of one-dimensional quantum walk on a finite wire. Other recent works on black phosphorus [33] may be another example for the detection of the beat oscillation. These experimental systems may directly provide evidence of the Majorana modes.
